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I Think 
silence
and then
speak

II The rain re­
lentlessly
effortless
It makes us
look like fools
trying so
hard to be
what we are --
which we are.

III I speak but
the figure
in the glass
pretends to
Or is it
its silence
that I mock
in talking.

IV Wandering
pondering
suddenly
all seems clear
lost beyond
gossip or
business where
the spirit
breathes the in­
telligence
of hills and
woods and streams
and love makes
the heart sing.

V I stand at
the edge of
trying to
remember
what it is
I came for.

VI To embrace
a tree -- how
silly can
one get -- yet
To want to
dance with it
the way the
wind's doing.

VII After the event
we know. Beyond the
dark fringe of the near
hill the crown beyond
of another height
given to sunlight.

* poems selected from

©1974 Cid Corman